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Today’s Main Topics
• Data Capture of Handprint Write-in Fields

• Reducing Data Capture Costs: $0.10 to $0.40 per
form

• Improving Data Capture Quality

• Reducing Costs and Improving Quality at the same
time!



Estimating Data Capture Errors and
Costs

• Error Sources
– Key From Paper (KFP)
– Key From Image (KFI)
– Optical/Intelligent Character Recognition (OCR/ICR)

• Traditional Approaches
• Digital Test Decks™
• Data Capture Cost Model

– What are potential “improvements” worth?



Traditional Testing Approaches
• Use only images (doesn’t test front-end

scanning or “real” throughput)
• Use hand-printed decks (never know “truth”

for sure, only one “golden” deck)
• Use very small data sets (too much sampling

error to measure accuracy very well)
• Rely on vendor’s claims (don’t test at all)
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Digital Test Deck™

• What a DTD™ is...
– Hard Copy set of "Filled in " forms

That look real (to both humans and scanners)
– Reproducible in Quantities

As required, for tests in parallel or over time
– Perfectly known TRUTH

Usually “truth” files have errors
– Generic or Custom DTD™

To meet particular testing and evaluation requirements
• Enables one to “benchmark” a data capture system’s performance, and

really know “where you are”
• Gives a true “end-to-end” test of a data capture system



Generic Test Deck “A”



Census RFP Test Deck



Field Testing Simplified
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Some Data Capture Improvement
Opportunities

• Forms Design
– Color, printing, layout

• Keying
– Key from image vs key from paper
– Field vs. Form keying
– Organize workflow by field type

• Intelligent Character Recognition “Tuning”
– Field vs. character level metrics and analysis
– Reject Rate operating point selection
– Multiple engine voting
– Proper use of dictionaries
– Context checking

• System-level QC on-line during production



Census 2000 “Journey”



Cost Model
• Many factors enter into determining the true cost of data capture:

– Number of forms processed in a year, say
– Form complexity
– System software and equipment
– Keying personnel and support
– OCR performance*
– Keying performance*
– Cost of an error downstream in your business process

• With good data capture system design, there is an optimal reject rate for a given
system that minimizes data capture cost

________________________
*The performance of OCR and Keying subsystems are robustly measured using Digital Test Deck™ technology



U.S. Census 2000 Example-OCR



U.S. Census 2000 Example-Cost



AnyCo Example-OCR



AnyCo Example-Cost



AnyCo+ Example-OCR



AnyCo+ Example-Cost



About Requirements

"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.

"I don't much care where –" said Alice.

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.

"– so long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.

"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk long enough."



AnyCo Baseline vs. Improved



Conclusions from Examples

• Census 2000 was state-of-the-art handprint data
capture

• AnyCo is spending about $1.85/form
• If AnyCo improved their data capture system they

could potentially reduce their cost over $0.40/form
• Even if it was only $0.10/form...a savings of

$0.10/form at 100M forms/year is a savings of
$10M/year!



The Bottom Line

   Use of robust, quantitative data capture
system evaluation, coupled with careful
cost analysis can help lead the way to
better data capture quality at
significantly less cost!


